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About This Game

Control gravity and negotiate your way through a series of increasingly difficult puzzles!

Now with optional VR support for the HTC Vive!

In Slam, you control only one thing - gravity. All you have to do is get the glowing energy crate to the goal - simple enough, until
we throw in barrels, sliders, switches, magnets, teleporters and a whole host of other mechanics that turn difficult puzzles into

near-impossible ones.

Take on the challenge of solving over 50 levels - and once you've solved them, try the tougher challenge of solving them in the
smallest number of moves.

If you have a HTC Vive, Slam is also playable in VR - walk around the puzzles to try and understand them better, or for a fun
new perspective, use the - and = keys to make yourself bigger or smaller.
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why did i get this game. eh dumb little arcade racer. 10\/10 sucks.. Great game just like I remember it except one HUGE
problem... They completely cut out the ending! After you defeat the final boss the game just abruptly ends, no awesome song
and cutsceen. Also the screenshots they showcase on the steam game page are all from the beta version of MDK and none of
those are actual screenshots from the current game. I'm happy to see the game on steam but steam has a lot of cleaning up to do
with this game.
Edit: I hear that steam may have patched this problem with there being a lack of an ending so good on them! Still such a good
game though!. So, long and short. The is just an updressed Cell Wars game. Yep Cell Wars, that you can play on Kongregate, or
and other flash game site. With fancy graphics. Total regret on purchase.
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Overall I'm very impressed with AM Model viewer. As others have suggested, improving DAE and adding new formats, adding
new view modes, and especially advanced shading methods would be the best. You may want to investigate Voxel Global
Illumination Shading as the ultimate direction here for lighting. But its amazing what you've accomplished so far...its as good as
IRIS VR without the long wait and startup hype. I generally put models in there and it works exactly as expected, with a few
hiccups.. This game is good but i am facing a lot of frame drops and it is annoying me. But yes, this is quite scary.. I completed
one play through in just under 4 hours and can say that it was fun and engaging the entire time! I'm intrigued by the other
endings and interested to see how the experience differs when different choices are made. Well worth the price tag (and I think
I even grabbed it on sale).

If you want to enhance the creepiness, I would recommend playing alone in the dark with a headphones, but it's honestly
enjoyable to play with others as well, making choices together. Not a full-fledged horror game so if you're weary of scary
games, this should be just enough to set you on edge.. Error at startup; unplayable.. Feist is a physics platformer starring little
critters in a forest, with a visual style of black silhouettes against a colored background, as in Badlands for example. Or a bit like
Limbo since so many people refer to Limbo and say it is a rip-off, but the games have nothing in common. Limbo is
monochrome, and beyond that there is no fighting in Limbo as it is a puzzle platformer.

The aim of Feist is to take down several beasty creatures (the biggest ones on the screenshots) to recover the main character's
significant other. In order to do so, the player will travel through a forest and a mine, and fight all the wildlife in the way while
avoiding a few traps here and there. To compensate for its weak stature and lack of direct combat abilities, the main creature
can pick up twigs or rocks to fight.

A specific enemy, the fly, can be caught and used as a way to throw darts at enemies. This is really great. Also, the fights against
the main beasts are very challenging and provide a lot of tension. Very dangerous boss fights.

However, the rest of the enemies, especially the worms that come out of the ground to throw darts, are not so interesting to deal
with. They lack some form of interactivity (in contrast to the flies), and end up being a hassle and repetitive. Especially in the
sections where the platforming bits are really not fun as well. Too many platforms that need to swing to an exaggerate extent,
unlike the more interesting puzzles of Trine. Having to pick up items to fight is original, but after a while it feels too limited
since the twigs break all the time while the enemies keep sending projectiles. More enemy types and big scary creatures (that
cannot be beaten?) would be welcome as well.

For a game centered around wildlife, I thought that the ecosystem would be more complex, with the possibility to observe some
of their life independent from the player, and creatures fighting each other. Actually I imagined that this would be a game
mechanic, to distract the creatures by triggering some infighting. I believed that this would be the case because the boss beasts
are able to squish the other creatures in their way. Sadly, every single creature just aims at the player and it feels too much like a
set piece rather than an organic world. Additionally, I would say that the fights could be visually a bit more brutal to reflect the
struggle for life among creatures.

The irony is that my negative criticism of the game comes from what the game does right, like the beast fights, the flies, the
traps, and the overall atmosphere (music and visuals) that put the basic bricks of a great world to play in. Sadly, the bricks are
not expanded upon and not used together to build a house. The game doesn't capitalize on its strong points, and despite being
short (2-4h) it seems very full of filler and not enough substance. In other words, it doesn't live up to its potential.

On a technical standpoint, the game can run well above 60 FPS, however I had some occasionaly heavy framerate drops (that
resolve themselves pretty quickly) and rare crashes or visual glitches. Nothing really bad.

My negative recommendation is not to say that this is a bad game. Just that it could have been much better, and I suggest waiting
for a sale if you want to experience it for its original features that set it apart from the other platformers.. Grate game. I'm going
to injoy watching this game grow to it's full potential. for those of you that get motion sickness play ADR1FT (don't get sick)
and come back and play. no more motion sickness for me and thats all games.. Never got to play.. I have been using Agisoft
Photoscan and Pix4d for over a year, Recap 360 for a few months and started working with RC Beta early this year. I really like
the speed and quality that RC delivers especially when comparing the price of the others. For general photogrammetry RC is
now my go to app.

I still use Pix4d, for now, to do mapping of stockpiles and quarries in order to get the volumetric calculations. Would really like
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to see more industrial features added to RC.. This game's AI belongs in a Demo Derby game.

You cant turn a single corner without them going for a dive bomb even though they're 2 years behind you and they have 0
chance of making it.

Except they do make it since they'll also do a friendly pit maneuver on your as5 for good measures.

Forza Horizon 4 online has drivers less aggressive than this game's AI....
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